
Company: Tesla, Inc. Ticker: TSLA   Current Price: $186.92  Industry: Automobile Manufacturers 
Target Price: $270.64 
Stop Loss: $ 169.55 
52 Week High/Low: $ 186.75 - $402.67 

TTM P/E: 63.92 
Forward P/E: 34.78 
EPS: 2.96 (TTM） 

Beta: 1.95 
Credit Rating: BBB 
Rating Outlook: A 

Market Cap: $ 635 B 
Avg Vol: 70.73 M 
Dividend Yield: 0% 

Company Background: 
Tesla, Inc. designs, develops, manufactures, sells, and leases fully electric vehicles, energy generation and storage 
systems, and offers services related to its products. The Company's automotive segment includes the design, 
development, manufacturing, sales, and leasing of electric vehicles, as well as sales of automotive regulatory credits.  
Industry Outlook: 
President Biden Outlines Target of 50% Electric Vehicle Sales Share in 2030 to Unleash Full Economic Benefits of Build 
Back Better Agenda and Advance Smart Fuel Efficiency and Emission Standards. The European Union struck a deal on 
Oct. 27 on a law to effectively ban the sale of new petrol and diesel cars from 2035.  
As the ESG concept has been considered more and more important today, the whole industry will get both short term 
and long-term benefits with the policy support. 
Investment Thesis: 
An absolute electric vehicle manufacturers industry leader, tesla doesn't have too much competitive pressure and will 
thrive in the market trend. We believe the current lowest stock price is because of the rate hike and a series of 
influences caused by the acquisition of Twitter, which won't last too long and give us a great opportunity to buy. 
Investment Risks: 
1. “Overvalued” and expensive stock price need the highest revenue growth rate in the whole industry as back up. 
2. Revenue is relied too heavily on electric vehicles; a recall could damage a lot. 
3. The China’s strict zero-covid policy and more and more conservative business environment could hurt Tesla from 
supply to demand. 
3-5 Takeaways from last quarter investor call transcripts 
1. Industry-leading operating margin reached 17% in Q3 
2. Free cash flow surpassed $3 billion in Q3 and approached $9 billion in the past 12 months 
3. On automotive profitability, GAAP operating margin was 17.2%, with automotive gross margin at 27.9%. 
4. Removing regulatory credits and Austin and Berlin, operating margins would have been our strongest yet and auto 
gross margin would have been nearly 30%. 
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